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Background
The ratio of the transmitral early inflow wave velocity
(E wave velocity) and the velocity of the septal (or lateral)
mitral annulus as measured by tissue Doppler (the e’ wave
velocity) can be used to estimate left atrial pressure on
echocardiographic examination. An elevated E/e’ (more
than 15 when using the septal mitral annular velocity) is
an established measure of elevated LAP.
Furthermore when the left atrial pressure rises, simultaneous changes take place in the pulmonary venous flow.
The normal flow pattern in the pulmonary veins consist of
a prominent systolic and a smaller diastolic component
with the ratio of the peak systolic to diastolic velocities
more than 1. With elevated left atrial pressure the ratio
drops to below 1.
Hypothesis
We hypothesize that echocardiographic techniques of
measuring LAP can be extrapolated to cardiac CMR and
should correlate well with echo derived E/e’.
Methods
47 (23 female, 24 male) patient had simultaneous assessment of cardiac function with CMR and echocardiograms.
The average age of the group was 59 years. The degree of
correlation for the following were measured using
Spearman’s rank correlation:
a) CMR derived S/D ratio with echo derived E/e’ and
b) CMR derived E/e’ with echo derived E/e’ .
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We then divided the patients into a low LAP and a high
LAP group based on echocardiographic E/e’ less than and
more than 15 respectively. 32 patients were in the low
LAP group and 15 were in the high LAP group. We
repeated the above analysis for each group to determine if
the degree of correlation between CMR derived S/D ratios
and E/e’ values and echo derived E/e’ values persisted
across all values of LAP.

Results
Overall, Spearman’s rank correlation was 0.65 for Echo vs.
CMR E/e’ (n = 31, p < 0.001) and -0.39 for Echo E/e’ vs.
CMR S/D (n = 30, p = 0.032). At low LAP, the correlation
was 0.30 for Echo vs. CMR E/e’ (n = 18, P=0.233) and 0.28
for ECHO E/e’ vs. CMR S/D (n = 17, p = 0.277). At high
LAP, the correlation was 0.08 for Echo vs. CMR E/e’
(n = 13, P=0.803) and -0.12 for Echo E/e’ vs. CMR S/D
ratio (n = 13, p = 0.707).
Conclusions
When compared to echo, CMR derived E/e’ is a better
measure of LAP than pulmonary vein S/D ratio. Furthermore the CMR measures of LAP appear to correlate better
with echocardiographic determination of LAP at lower
LAP values compared to higher LAP values. While overall
correlations between CMR and echo parameters were statistically significant, our study could not establish significance between these parameters in smaller groups mainly
due to the small numbers in our study population. Our
results are encouraging and further studies with a larger
sample of patients should be undertaken to define the best
CMR correlate of LAP.
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